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   29.01   Banking and Financial Management      

Level: Transfer 

SPC Courses: 

BRC2001 BRC2062 BRC2940 FIN1100 FIN2000 FIN2949
FIN3403 FIN3461 FIN4140 FIN4244 FIN4323 FIN4324
FIN4345 FIN4414 FIN4470 FIN4504 FIN4634 MAN4910

Academic Requirements: Work Requirements:
       

1. Master's degree in Banking or Finance 
      Or

2. Master's degree with at least 18 
graduate semester hours in an 
appropriate combination of the following 
subject areas including at least 9 
graduate semester hours in banking or 
finance:  

business management, bank operations 
management, capital and money 
markets, commercial bank management,
commercial/consumer lending, credit 
analysis, economics, financial 
accounting/financial statement analysis, 
financial management & analysis, 
finance, financial planning, international 
banking and finance, investments, 
insurance/risk management, marketing, 
real estate finance, treasury 
management, trusts and estates 

       
1. 2 years in related work experience 

(preferred) 

1)  Related industry certifications such as certified financial analyst (CFA) or certified financial planner (CFP) 
preferred
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   30.01   Management, General and Organizational      

Level: Transfer 

SPC Courses: 

LDR2001 MAN2021 MAN2340 MAN2604 MAN2940 MAN3240
MAN3301 MAN3303 MAN3802 MAN3860 MAN3861 MAN3930
MAN3949 MAN4061 MAN4102 MAN4584 MAN4625 MAN4862
MAN4900 MAN4902 MAN4934 MAN4935 MAN4940

Academic Requirements: Work Requirements:
       

1. Master's degree in Management 
      Or

2. Master's degree with at least 18 
graduate semester hours in an 
appropriate combination of the following 
subject areas:  

business management and 
administration, industrial/organizational 
engineering/psychology, international 
business, leadership (business 
leadership), organizational management,
public administration/management, 
management including specialty areas 
such as engineering management, 
human resource management, 
operations management, project 
management, technology management, 
quality management, logistics, supply 
chain management, sustainability 
management, process management, not
for profit management 

       
1. 2 years in related work experience 

(preferred) 
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   30.02   Management, Operations, Process, and Strategic      

Level: Transfer 

SPC Courses: 

MAN3503 MAN3504 MAN4520 MAN4534 MAN4570 MAN4720
MAN4725 MAN4801 MAN4863

Academic Requirements: Work Requirements:
       

1. Master's degree in Operations 
Management or Strategic Management 
      Or

2. Master's degree with at least 18 
graduate semester hours in an 
appropriate combination of the following 
subject areas:  

business management and 
administration, business process & 
control, decision science, operations 
management, industrial/organizational 
engineering, logistics & transportation, 
engineering management, operations 
management, project management, 
technology management, quality 
management 

       
1. 2 years in related work experience 

(preferred) 


